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1

Introduction

In projecting future climatic changes, numerical models constitute the primary tool (IPCC,
2013). Recently, a new generation of global climate models (GCMs), Phase 6 of the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6), has become available. The CMIP6 modelling effort is
outlined in Eyring et al. (2016). In most cases, a more reliable picture of future climate and, in
particular, the uncertainty of the projection is obtained by utilizing a large ensemble of models
rather than a single or a few GCMs (e.g., McSweeney and Jones, 2016; Stolpe et al., 2021).
Nevertheless, prior to the calculation of projections, it is of utmost importance to evaluate the
performance of the models. In this report, we assess how well CMIP6 GCMs can simulate the
recent past mean climate and long-term observational trends. In addition, we check whether
the future responses to divergent greenhouse gas scenarios are mutually consistent. Many of
the present assessment methods are identical to those applied to the previous model generation
(CMIP5) by Luomaranta et al. (2014).
The objective of the analysis is not to find any unambiguous ranking for the GCMs or to seek for
the absolutely best-performing models. Rather, we aim at identifying those GCMs that manifest
a low or even inadequate performance compared to the other models. In particular, it is essential
to find out those GCMs for which the output data contain such fatal deficiencies that prevent
utilization of the GCM in building future scenarios. For the remaining models, scores ranging
from one to three stars are given. Such a scoring can assist users of the model data to decide
what models to include in the analysis and what ones to abandon.
In order for the evaluation to be commensurable for all the GCMs, the procedure should utilize
such climate variables for which data are available from every GCM. Therefore, any model
that does not provide data for all the four key climate variables, namely surface temperature,
precipitation, air pressure and solar radiation, will be disregarded immediately.
In the time when this assessment was performed (early 2021), the CMIP6 data archive was not
yet complete. Additional parallel runs for the existing GCMs and, potentially, data from wholly
fresh GCMs may emerge in the future. Accordingly, some calculations presented in this survey
may then have to be updated.
The first step of the present model evaluation procedure consists of finding trivial technical
faults by seeking the absolutely largest and smallest values of a climate quantity in the data
files (section 2). Next, past trends in modelled global-mean temperatures are compared with
observational estimates, and the consistency of future responses to the various greenhouse gas
scenarios is assessed (section 3). Thereafter, the modelled baseline period (1981–2010) climate
is compared with observational analyses, considering both northern and southern Europe and
the global domain (section 4). Daily minimum and maximum temperatures are missing from
such a large share of GCMs that these variables cannot be used in quantitative model evaluation.
Nonetheless, some qualitative discussion considering these variables is presented in section 5.
The applicability of the individual GCMs, considering all the evaluation criteria simultaneously,
is assessed in section 6. Final concluding remarks are presented in section 7. In addition, there
are two appendices, the first one dealing with the simulations of the EC-Earth3 model in more
detail and the second one examining an alternative GCM evaluation tool GCMeval.
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2

Downloading and preprocessing the model output files

Between November of 2020 and January of 2021, output files of 38 CMIP6 GCMs were downloaded from the data archives of the Earth System Grid Federation and stored on the Puhti
computer hosted by the Centre for Scientific Computing (CSC), Finland. However, as will be
detailed in section 2.1, the output files of one GCM turned out to be so badly corrupted that
they had to be abandoned offhandedly. At this stage, monthly averages of the following variables were downloaded: near-surface air temperature (tas), precipitation (pr), surface pressure
reduced to the sea level (psl), surface solar radiation (rsds), near-surface relative humidity (hurs),
and the daily maximum and minimum temperatures (tasmax and tasmin). Historical model runs
cover the years 1850–2014. To create future climate scenarios, model runs corresponding to four
greenhouse gas scenarios were retrieved: SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, SSP3-7.0 and SSP5-8.5 (O’Neill
et al., 2016). The number at the end of the acronym represents the strength of the scenario; e.g.,
the SSP2-4.5 scenario corresponds to a radiative forcing of about 4.5 Wm−2 in 2100. The scenario runs range from 2015 to 2100, however, for two GCMs (CAMS-CSM1-0 and IITM-ESM)
only until 2099.
Temperature and surface pressure data were available for all the GCMs (Table 1). Precipitation
data were missing from the KIOST-ESM model and solar radiation from MCM-UA-1-0 and
some parallel runs of GFDL-ESM4. Relative humidity and daily extreme temperatures, by
contrast, were lacking from quite a number of models.
Most GCMs provide data for several parallel runs: e.g., for the MIROC6 model, the count of
parallel runs varies from 3 to 10, depending on the SSP scenario (Table 1)1 . In the parallel runs,
the temporal evolution of greenhouse gas concentrations and other forcing factors is identical,
but initial conditions diverge across the runs. In general, we retrieved the results of all the
parallel runs available, up to 10 runs (Table 1). However, for three GCMs (AWI-CM-1-1-MR,
EC-Earth3 and EC-Earth3-Veg), the files had been given awkwardly in one-year snippets; in
order to keep the workload reasonable, for these models a smaller number of parallel runs was
examined. Fortunately, some of the output files of the two versions of the EC-Earth3 model were
obtained directly in one piece through Kalle Nordling, a research scientist at FMI.
To facilitate the interpretation of the content of the dataset, we next examine an example model
output file:
tas_Amon_CNRM-CM6-1_ssp245_r4i1p1f2_gr_201501-210012.nc
The name of the file contains the following information:
tas: the name of the variable (=surface air temperature)
Amon: monthly mean data (mon) belonging to the atmosphere realm (A)
CNRM-CM6-1: acronym of the model
ssp245: forcing scenario (SSP2-4.5)
r4: the number of parallel run (=4)
1

For some models, the number of parallel runs available varies to some extent from one climate variable to
another, and then the numbers given in Table 1 represent the mean temperature (tas) data.

9

i1: initialization index (=1)
p1: physics index (=1)
f2: forcing index (=2)
gr: grid information
201501-210012: temporal range (from January of 2015 to December of 2100)
nc: file format (NetCDF)
Table 1. Availability of the various climate quantities and the number of parallel runs for the different GCMs. Explanations: ∗: data for the quantity are available; −: data are missing completely;
(−): data are missing from so many model runs that it could not be used; D: data had to be rejected owing to technical errors; O: no attempt was made to retrieve the data. The five columns on
the right show the count of parallel runs analyzed for the historical period (hist) and the four SSP
scenarios (numbers; e.g., “126” refers to the SSP1-2.6 scenario). “tasnx” stands for the minimum
and maximum temperature of the day.
1
2
3
4
5

Model
MIROC6
MIROC-ES2L
MRI-ESM2-0
KACE-1-0-G
KIOST-ESM

Country
Japan
Japan
Japan
South Korea
South Korea

tas
*
*
*
*
*

pr
*
*
*
*
-

psl
*
*
*
*
*

rsds
*
*
*
*
*

hurs
*
*
*
*
*

tasnx
*
*
*
(-)
-

6
7
8
9
10

TaiESM1
BCC-CSM2-MR
CAMS-CSM1-0
CIESM
FGOALS-f3-L

11
12
13
14
15

hist
10
10
5
2
1

126
10
3
1
3
1

245
3
1
1
3
1

370
3
1
5
3
-

585
10
1
1
3
1

China (Taipei)
China (Peoples)
China (Peoples)
China (Peoples)
China (Peoples)

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

(-)
*

*
O
-

1
3
2
3
3

1
2
1
1

1
2
1
1

1
1
2
1

1
1
2
1
1

FGOALS-g3
NESM3
IITM-ESM
INM-CM4-8
INM-CM5-0

China (Peoples)
China (Peoples)
India
Russia
Russia

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
(-)
*
*

6
5
1
1
10

4
2
1
1
1

4
2
1
1
1

4
1
5

4
2
1
1
1

16
17
18
19
20

NorESM2-LM
NorESM2-MM
HadGEM3-GC31-LL
UKESM1-0-LL
MPI-ESM1-2-HR

Norway
Norway
Britain
Britain
Germany

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

3
3
4
7
10

1
1
1
10
2

3
2
1
5
2

1
1
10
10

1
1
4
5
2

21
22
23
24
25

MPI-ESM1-2-LR
AWI-CM-1-1-MR
CNRM-CM6-1
CNRM-CM6-1-HR
CNRM-ESM2-1

Germany
Germany
France
France
France

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
(-)
*
*
*

*
*
*
O
*

10
3
10
1
9

10
1
6
1
5

10
1
6
1
8

10
3
6
1
5

10
1
6
1
5

26
27
28
29
30

IPSL-CM6A-LR
CMCC-CM2-SR5
EC-Earth3
EC-Earth3-Veg
CESM2

France
Italy
European union
European union
United States

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
D
*
*
(-)

10
1
6
4
10

5
1
4
3
5

7
1
6
4
4

10
1
4
2
7

5
1
4
2
5

31
32
33
34
35

CESM2-WACCM
GFDL-ESM4
GISS-E2-1-G
MCM-UA-1-0
CanESM5

United States
United States
United States
United States
Canada

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

(-)
*
*
*

3
3
10
1
10

1
1
1
1
10

5
3
10
1
10

1
1
10
1
10

5
1
1
1
10

36
37

ACCESS-CM2
ACCESS-ESM1-5

Australia
Australia

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

3
10

3
10

3
10

3
10

3
10

10

The indices describing the initialization method and the physics of the model have a value of
one (i1, p1) in all the files downloaded. This indicates that default options have been used for the
initialization method and model physical parameterizations. However, the index characterizing
the treatment of the climate change forcing differs from one in a few output files, i.e., the option
f2 or f3 have been used. The f2 or f3 files were only used when data with the default option
f1 were not available. For example, in the runs of the British UKESM1-0-LL and HadGEM3GC31-LL models, the forcing index is 2 or 3, respectively. According to Sellar et al. (2020),
this is mainly related to a different treatment of atmospheric ozone in the simulations. The
impression of the author is that this does not have a substantial impact on the interpretation of
the results of the scenario runs.
For the majority of models, the grid information parameter is “gn”, indicating that the data are
given on the original computing grid of the model. Alternatives “gr” and “gr1” tell us that some
grid transformation has been performed before publishing the data. Evidently, that parameter is
of minor importance when using the model data to compose climate change projections.
For some models, the results of the runs had already been given in a single file, covering either the years 1850–2014 (history runs) or 2015–2099/2100 (scenario runs). When
this was not the case, the output data given in shorter time intervals were merged to a
single file by using the “copy” command of the Climate Data Operators (CDO) software
(https://code.mpimet.mpg.de/projects/cdo).

2.1

Preliminary technical check

To find simple technical data faults, the absolute minimum and maximum values were sought
from every model output file (file.nc) by using the following CDO software commands:
cdo timmin -fldmin file.nc
and
cdo timmax -fldmax file.nc
This check covered all the climate variables listed in Table 1. The pre-inspection showed that
the output files of the three historical runs (r1, r2, and r3) of the FIO-ESM-2-0 model were
completely identical. The pr files were analysed comprehensively, and for the tas and psl files,
we found the lowest and highest values to be the same in all the parallel runs. In addition,
“checksum”-type warnings were repeatedly received when downloading the output files of the
scenario runs. Therefore, the FIO-ESM-2-0 model had to be rejected altogether and is therefore
not included in Table 1.
In the output files of CMCC-CM2-SR5, the daily minimum and maximum temperatures proved
to be exactly identical to the daily mean temperatures, so these two variables had to be discarded
from this model.
In the historical r3 run of KACE-1-0-G, the highest monthly-mean temperature was 90.02◦ C, the
maximum monthly precipitation more than 9000 mm, and the lowest monthly mean temperature
was not in line with the other parallel runs either. Hence, this parallel run was rejected, but the
other two parallel runs of the model were included in the subsequent more detailed analysis.
In the CIESM model, both in the historical and SSP runs, precipitation was extremely low
throughout, about three orders of magnitude lower than in observations. Apparently, the unit
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of the quantity is different from that stated in documentation (kgm−2 s−1 ). By multiplying the
precipitation data by 1000, fairly reasonable distributions were indeed obtained (for example,
see Fig. 10), but there is still no guarantee that such a transformation would make the data
correct.
Furthermore, three models (HadGEM3-GC31-LL, UKESM1-0-LL and ACCESS-CM2) produce huge monthly precipitation totals at individual grid points, at least 9000 or even about
35000 mm/month. However, this is not necessarily an indication of technical errors in the data,
but such giant rains may rather result from issues in the model physics.
Near-surface relative humidity is a diagnostic output product of the model run that is not fed
back into the model algorithm (Ruosteenoja et al., 2017). Consequently, even unrealistic relative
humidities do not necessarily make the model results questionable in other respects. Thus, no
model was rejected owing to the strange behaviour of relative humidity, and in this report this
quantity will not be used to assess model performances. Moreover, six GCMs do not provide
any information on relative humidity (Table 1), which would make it difficult to use this quantity
in the evaluation.
After the preliminary assessment, 37 out of the 38 GCMs were included in the subsequent phases
of evaluation. The GCM output files having passed the technical check were next re-gridded onto
a 2.5 x 2.5 degree grid covering the entire globe (73 x 144 grid points) by using the “remapcon”
procedure of the CDO. The algorithm uses a method called “the first order conservative remapping”. Jones (1999) states that, when transforming the data from a dense grid to a sparse one2 ,
it does not matter much whether the 1st or 2nd degree conservative remapping method is used,
because the grid transformation then essentially consists of calculating spatial averages. Nevertheless, the lower order method consumes less computation time. In many other applications,
however, the second-order method would be far more accurate (Jones, 1999).
When the source grid is far denser than the target grid, such a grid transformation that preserves
the regional averages has pronounced benefits compared to, for example, linear interpolation.
Linear interpolation only utilises those data points of the source grid that are closest to the target
point, and the other grid point values do not have any influence on the result of the interpolation.
Distortions occur especially when those few grid points are not representative for the entire target
grid box, for example, if they happen to be located at high elevation compared to the remaining
grid-square area.

3

Simulation of global mean temperature trends

3.1

Past trends

Figure 1 shows changes in the global mean temperature from the late 19th century to the turn
of the millennium as derived from the historical runs of the CMIP6 models. According to
observations, global mean temperature is estimated to have risen by 0.61◦ C (with an uncertainty
range of 0.55–0.67◦ C) between the periods 1850–1900 and 1986–2005 (IPCC, 2013). The midpoint times of these periods are the same as those of the two 30-year periods examined in Fig.
1. In two GCMs (TaiESM1 and NorESM2-LM), global climate has warmed far too little, by
2

For the majority of CMIP6 GCMs, the grid length is far smaller than 2.5◦ .
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Figure 1. Changes in the global annual mean temperature from the period 1861–1890 to 1981–2010
as simulated by the various CMIP6 GCMs. Grey bars refer to the average of the parallel runs and
black whiskers to the inter-realization range. The green horizontal line shows the corresponding
observational change reported by IPCC (2013); for more details, see the text. Red lines represent
that observational estimate multiplied by the factors of 0.5 and 1.5.

less than half of the observational estimate. Correspondingly, in three models (KACE-1-0-G,
KIOST-ESM and, in particular, CIESM), the temperature has increased excessively, by more
than one and a half times as much as what has been observed.
Furthermore, Fig. 1 shows that the simulated temperature increase varies quite considerably
between the different parallel runs of the same model; typically, the differences are of the order of 0.2◦ C. This shows that natural variations even affect changes in the global mean temperatures quite substantially. Thus, it is not reasonable to require that the result of a single
model run, or even the averages of several parallel runs, necessarily coincide very closely with
the observed change. Accordingly, the discrepancy between the observed and model-produced
warming makes doubtful only those five GCMs mentioned above.
Moreover, the magnitude of the differences between parallel runs varies greatly from one model
to another. The differences are particularly large in both versions of the EC-Earth3 model;
we shall re-examine this subject in Appendix 1 of this report. Since the number of parallel
runs considered is fairly small, 1–10 per model, it is evident that stochastic factors affect the
magnitude of the differences among the parallel runs substantially.
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Figure 2. Changes in the annual mean temperature of Finland from the period 1901–1930 to 1981–
2010 as simulated by the different models. The red line indicates the average of the parallel runs
and vertical bars the inter-realization range.

In addition to changes in the global mean temperature, we studied changes in the average temperatures of Finland (Figure 2). It is evident that, for many models, the differences between the
parallel runs are now very large: generally in the order of 1–2 degrees, but for the EC-Earth3
model as large as almost 6◦ C. Eight of the 37 models have at least one parallel run in which
temperatures are even lower around the year 2000 than in the early 20th century. Likewise, there
is a subset of eight models with some of the parallel runs simulating more than two degrees of
warming.
Figure 2 indicates that in a region with such a small size as Finland, the contribution of natural
variability in the simulated temperatures is very strong, even partially hiding the actual climate
change signal. Therefore, we do not employ the compatibility of the modelled and observed
Finnish temperature trends in dividing the models into goats and sheeps. In this respect, the
procedure for evaluating CMIP5 models (Luomaranta et al., 2014) diverged from the present
one; in that work, one of the criteria of the performance was the concordance of modelled
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Finnish temperature changes with observations.

3.2

Future changes — compatibility of different scenario runs

In order for climate change projections produced by a model to be usable, changes corresponding
to the different SSP scenarios should relate reasonably to one another. Figure 3 shows, for each
GCM and SSP scenario, the ratios of changes in the global mean temperature by the end of the
century to the response to the SSP5-8.5 scenario. In general, these ratios are consistent among
the models; for example, ∆Tssp245 /∆Tssp585 ≈ 0.6. Nevertheless, two notable exceptions from
this rule draw attention. For the IITM-ESM model, the ratio ∆Tssp126 /∆Tssp585 is close to 0.8
rather than ∼0.4 as for the other GCMs. For CIESM, ∆Tssp245 /∆Tssp585 differs substantially
from the general level.

Figure 3. Changes in the global mean temperature (∆T ) from 1981–2010 to 2070–2099 in
37 CMIP6 GCMs expressed as the ratios of one SSP scenario to another. Green squares:
∆Tssp126 /∆Tssp585 ; blue triangles: ∆Tssp245 /∆Tssp585 ; yellow circles: ∆Tssp370 /∆Tssp585 .
Here, ∆T is calculated as an average of the parallel runs analyzed.
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Figure 4. Time series of the global annual mean temperature for the period 1960–2086 simulated by
seven CMIP6 models; 30-year running means: green - SSP1-2.6; blue - SSP2-4.5; amber - SSP3-7.0;
red - SSP5-8.5. All time series are averages of parallel runs; the number of runs is shown in Table
1. No SSP3-7.0 simulations have been performed with CIESM, IITM-ESM and HadGEM3-GC31LL. The lower right panel displays the corresponding time series of temperature as an average of
the 37 GCMs.
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Figure 4 shows the time series of global mean temperature from the 1960s to 2080s under different SSP scenarios as derived from the simulations of seven selected GCMs. For comparison, the
corresponding multi-model means are given as well. For most models, changes corresponding
to the different scenarios relate to one another in the same way as in the average of the results
of the 37 GCMs. Nevertheless, in the SSP5-8.5 simulation of CIESM and the SSP1-2.6 run of
IITM-ESM, the smoothed time series are peculiarly seen to manifest a steep decline after 2080.
This behaviour is even more striking in the unsmoothed time series in which the drop takes place
in the 2090s (not shown). In addition, in the IITM-ESM model the temperatures corresponding
to SSP1-2.6 are strangely high. In fact, with the exception of the very end of the time series, they
are close to the response to the SSP5-8.5 forcing scenario and much higher than those produced
by the lower-emission SSP2-4.5 scenario.
It is therefore evident that these two models, CIESM and IITM-ESM, do not meet the condition
of consistency among the responses to the different greenhouse gas scenarios. Other models do
not appear to have any disorder in this regard.

4

Compatibility of the modelled and observed baseline-period
climate

To evaluate the ability of the GCMs to simulate recent past climate, two main methods were
applied. In both cases RMS differences between the modelled and observational monthly climatological means were calculated for the key climate variables. The basic metric utilized was the
Model Climate Performance Index (MCPI) that combines RMS errors calculated for the different climate variables into one index (Gleckler et al., 2008). In addition, we utilized a simplified
performance index that examines the RMS errors separately for each variable (Luomaranta et al.,
2014).
Both indices were calculated over two regions, southern and northern Europe (Fig. 5). In addition, the MCPI index was determined for the entire globe. The simplified performance index
ignores spatial variations within the domain and is therefore only suited for examining subcontinental or smaller scales. In comparing the model simulations and observational analyses,
we intentionally examined larger areas than the territory of Finland alone, since in such a small
area, natural variations have a strong impact on the 30-year climatological means (see Fig. 2
and related discussion).

4.1

Calculation of climatological means

For the calculation of the performance indices, long-term monthly averages for every climate
quantity considered (X = tas, pr, psl or rsds) are needed:
Xt,ave

Y
1 X
Xty
=
Y y=1

(1)

where Xty stands for the mean value of a climate quantity for the month t, t ∈ [1, 12] of the
year y, and Y = 30 denotes the total number of the years. The time span used for the model
validation consists of the years 1981–2010.
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Figure 5. The southern and northern European domains applied in calculating the model performance indices, represented on a 2.5 × 2.5 degree grid.

Tridecadal climatological means were first calculated for all the individual GCM runs (Table
1), and these were used to calculate means over the parallel runs for every GCM. Observational
climatological means used in the comparison were derived from the ERA-Interim re-analyses
(Dee et al., 2011). For tas and psl, we used the analysis fields. For pr and rsds, analysis fields
were not available, and the ERA-Interim prediction fields were used instead.

4.2

The MCPI index

In calculating MCPI, the model performance is evaluated by studying RMS errors that consider
deviations in both the seasonal cycle and the spatial distribution of the climate variable. Gleckler
et al. (2008) stress that the comparison should not only use the annual means, but the seasonal
cycle has definitely to be taken into account as well.
Firstly, one calculates the RMS difference between the modelled and observational distributions
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of each climate variable included in the study by:
s
1 XXX
f
µf
)2
− Rφ,λ,t
Eµf =
wφ,λ,t (Fφ,λ,t
W φ λ t

(2)

where F denotes the modelled and R the observational (ERA-Interim) climatological monthly
means, calculated by Eq. (1). W gives the sum of the weights wφ,λ,t .
Indices: φ stands for the latitude, λ for the longitude and t represents the calendar month. The
index µ refers to the model or model run and f to the climate variable under consideration.
MCPI was calculated separately for three areas, namely southern and northern Europe (Fig. 5)
and the global domain. For spatial weighting, Eq. (2) uses the relative surface areas of the grid
squares, which are approximately proportional to cos φ.
As stated above, (2) was used to calculate RMS errors for each model run µ separately. From
these RMS errors, the averages of the parallel runs were calculated to obtain an estimate of the
RMS error for each model (m = 1, ...M ).
Next, the median of Emf was determined from the manifold of the RMS errors Emf , m =
1, ...M ; the median is denoted by E f . Note that, to avoid a single outlier model with a very
large error to be dominant, the median rather than average of the RMS errors of the different
GCMs is used.
The RMS errors of the individual climate variables f are expressed in different units and are
thus not mutually comparable. To tackle this issue, normalized RMS errors were calculated by:
0
Emf
=

Emf − E f
Ef

(3)

0
Emf
is a dimensionless number that can be expressed in decimals or percentages. For models
0
0
outperforming the median model, Emf
< 0, for models performing less successfully, Emf
> 0.
For example, if a certain model produces a RMS error that is 30 % smaller than the median
0
= −0.3. Accordingly, the relative RMS error provides an easilyamong the models, Emf
understandable picture about how any individual model compares in performance to the remaining GCMs (e.g., Gleckler et al., 2008, Fig. 3). Up to now, however, the climate variables have
only been examined separately.

Finally, the Model Climate Performance Index (MCPI), which expresses the quality of simulations for multiple climate variables with a single numerical value, is calculated by:
N
1 X 0
M CP Im =
E
N f =1 mf

(4)

that is, an average of the relative RMS errors of the various climate variables is taken. Since
the relative RMS errors are dimensionless numbers, (4) can be calculated even if the units of
the quantities are different. In the equation, N denotes the total number of climate variables
examined.
Gleckler et al. (2008) used a total of 26 climate variables to calculate the index, some of which
describing conditions near the surface and others in the free atmosphere. However, in this study
only four variables (tas, pr, psl, and rsds) have been utilized. No attempt was made to include
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other variables (hurs, tasmin and tasmax) in the comparison, as data were missing from multiple
GCMs (Table 1).
Conversely, for the four variables used, data were available from virtually the entire GCM ensemble, with two exceptions: pr was missing from the KIOST-ESM model and rsds from MCMUA-1-0. Accordingly, for these two GCMs, MCPI could not be calculated. Nevertheless, as will
be discussed in section 6, the absence of data for a key variable is regarded as a fatal deficiency
for the model, and therefore the missing values of MCPI for these GCMs do not matter in practice; these two GCMs will be abandoned in any case.
To conclude, if a model or an individual model run has a positive value of MCPI, it is inferior
to the “average” model according to this approach, while “good” models obtain negative MCPI
values. Accordingly, just like in testing an infectious disease, it is a negative rather than a
positive test result that is desired.
Figure 6 shows the values of MCPI for the various models, separately for northern and southern
Europe and the global domain. For both half-continent sized areas, MCPI values of > 0.4 were
regarded as suspicious. Looking at the average of the parallel runs, in the northern European subregion this threshold is exceeded by 5 GCMs (KACE-1-0-G, CIESM, FGOALS-f3-L, FGOALSg3 and IITM-ESM) and in southern Europe by 3 GCMs (MIROC6, MIROC-ES2L and INMCM4-8). Globally, the performance of the models appears to vary less widely, and a lower index
value of 0.25 was selected for the alert limit. This threshold is exceeded by 3 GCMs (MIROCES2L, CIESM and IITM-ESM). It should be noted that, when examining the different areas, it is
partly the same, partly different GCMs that fall in the high-risk group. MIROC-ES2L, CIESM
and IITM-ESM have poor scores in two out of the three domains.
Finally, an unpleasant inference can be drawn from Fig. 6. If the regions from where the models
originate (Table 1) are divided into two groups, one consisting of Asia, Australia and Russia and
the other one of Europe and North America, one notes that in the former group the global MCPI
is negative in only 3 out of the 16 GCMs (19%). In contrast, among the models coming from the
latter group, 14 out of the 19 GCMs, or 74%, have an index with a minus sign. Of the five models
that exceed the global suspicion threshold (MCPI>0.25), no one has been built in the latter group
of continents3 . In the opinion of the author, the success of the first-world GCMs is likely to
be explained by the long traditions of academic education and development work of climate
models and rather generous research resources. Another operant reason is the exploitation of
less prosperous countries by attracting promising scholars and advanced scientists with financial
resources and a favourable research environment. In this respect, Finland is not innocent either.

4.3

Simplified performance index

The compatibility of model results and observations can also be examined by using a simple
performance index:
v
u
12
u1 X
t
(hF µ (t)i − hR(t)i)2
(5)
RM Sµ =
12 t=1
3

In fact, even in this group there was one rather badly-performing GCM, MCM-UA-1-0, but as stated above, no
MCPI could be calculated for that model due to the missing rsds data.
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Figure 6. The values of MCPI derived from four climate variables for 35 GCMs (missing values for
KIOST-ESM and MCM-UA-1-0), calculated for the regions of northern Europe (top left), southern
Europe (top right) (the domains are defined in Fig. 5) and the entire world (bottom). The bars
represent the averages of the parallel runs, whiskers the best- and worst-performing parallel runs
of the GCM.
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where h i represents the spatial average over the sub-region under consideration (southern or
northern Europe, see Fig. 5). F is the model-derived monthly climatological mean of the period
1981–2010 and t the month. R represents the corresponding climatological mean calculated
from the ERA-Interim analyses. The performance index was calculated separately for every
model run µ, the number of parallel runs for all GCMs totalling 194 (Table 1). The simple index
was calculated separately for all four climate variables: tas, pr, psl, and rsds. The index takes
into account the seasonal cycle in the model results and observational analysis, but unlike MCPI,
regional variations within the domain are disregarded. This entails both benefits and drawbacks.
On the one hand, the index is somewhat less sophisticated than MCPI. On the other hand, in
the simplified index small-scale differences between the modelled and observational fields do
not have such a large importance as in MCPI. Large model versus re-analysis differences may
occur, for example, in temperature fields in mountainous areas, since the limited resolution of the
GCMs makes the representation of mountain ranges lower and more even than in reality (e.g.
Ruosteenoja et al., 2016b, Figure 1); the influence of such small-scale differences is partially
cancelled out in the simple index. An noteworthy property of the simplified index is that the
quality of the model simulation can be shown separately for all four climate variables.
A similar index was used in the evaluation of the CMIP5 models (Luomaranta et al., 2014),
but unlike in that work, now all the observational estimates used in the comparison have been
derived from the ERA-Interim data.
In the northern European sub-region, the largest RMS differences from the re-analysis (Fig. 7)
were found for the following GCMs: FGOALS-g3, KIOST-ESM and CAMS-CSM1-0 (temperature); CIESM, FGOALS-f3-L and KACE-1-0-G (precipitation); FGOALS-f3-L and IITM-ESM
(surface pressure) and KIOST-ESM (solar radiation). In southern Europe, mean temperatures
in MIROC6, precipitation in CIESM, surface pressures in both variants of the MIROC model
and solar radiation simulated by both versions of INM proved to be of inferior quality (Fig. 8).
However, the large precipitation bias in CIESM is likely to be explained (at least partially) by
the fact that the unit reported for the quantity is incorrect — if the precipitation output produced
by that model were multiplied by 1000, the error would be quite reasonable. In addition, in
both versions of the EC-Earth3 model, the RMS errors of mean temperature produced by the
different parallel runs diverge strongly, and the northern European temperature simulation in the
lowest-performing run, r10, even falls near the lower end of the manifold of all the GCM runs.
This topic is discussed in more detail in Appendix 1.

4.4

Qualitative comparison of model results with observations

Figure 9 shows the annual course of temperature, precipitation, surface pressure and solar radiation in some model runs that are relatively close to the re-analysis result, i.e., for which the
MCPI index is definitely negative. All curves represent averages of the northern European region for the period 1981–2010. In these model runs, the deviations of the mean temperatures
from the observational analysis are 0-3◦ C in winter and even smaller in summer. In surface
pressure, the differences are likewise small, and with the exception of one GCM, this also holds
for solar radiation; the AWI-CM-1-1-MR model tends to simulate too low radiation for spring.
For precipitation, by contrast, errors of ∼20 % occur even in these well-performing model runs.
Correspondingly, Fig. 10 shows the seasonal course of the climatological averages of the four
variables in model runs in which the northern European climate differs much from the reanaly-
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Figure 7. RMS differences between the simulated climatological means and those derived from the
ERA-Interim analyses for the mean temperature, precipitation, surface pressure and solar radiation in northern Europe. Bars represent the average of the RMS errors in the different parallel
runs of the GCM, whiskers RMS errors for the best- and worst-performing parallel runs. The
KIOST-ESM model lacks the precipitation and MCM-UA-1-0 solar radiation data, i.e., for those
cases RMS errors could not be calculated.
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Figure 8. RMS differences between the modelled and ERA-Interim derived regional averages of
mean temperature, precipitation, surface pressure and solar radiation in southern Europe. The
notations are the same as in Fig. 7.
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Figure 9. Annual course of (a) temperature, (b) precipitation, (c) surface pressure reduced to the
sea level and (d) solar radiation in selected model runs classified as “good”; averages of the northern European sub-region for the period 1981–2010. The black curve without marks represents
the climatological mean calculated from the ERA-Interim analysis, coloured curves the simulations of six GCM runs for which the MCPI index is clearly negative (the models are MRI-ESM2-0,
TaiESM1, AWI-CM-1-1-MR, CMCC-CM2-SR5, EC-Earth3 and CESM2-WACCM; see the legend
in the upper-left panel, where the indices of the parallel runs are also given).

ses. Now, monthly temperatures manifest negative biases up to 6◦ C and positive biases of ∼ 3◦ C.
In some model runs, the phase of the seasonal distribution of precipitation is even opposite compared to the re-analysis. Also, air pressure tends to deviate from its observational counterpart
much more than in the model runs shown in Fig. 9. Simulating the amount of solar radiation,
by contrast, has been quite successful with the exception of two models (CAMS-CSM1-0 and
KACE-1-0-G).
Figure 11 depicts the geographical distribution of the annual mean temperature bias for the same
well-performing model runs that are considered in Fig. 9. In northern Europe, the deviations are
generally smaller than two degrees, but far larger errors are seen in adjacent areas quite close to
that region. The Barents Sea area in particular seems to be a difficult piece for some of these
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Figure 10. The annual course of (a) temperature, (b) precipitation, (c) surface pressure and (d) solar radiation in some model runs with a substantially positive MCPI index; see the caption of Fig. 9.
The models are KACE-1-0-G, CAMS-CSM1-0, IITM-ESM, FGOALS-f3-L, CIESM and ACCESSCM2; see the legend. According to the units reported in the model output files, the precipitation
of the CIESM model would be negligibly small throughout the year. Nevertheless, the precipitation diagram also shows the precipitation produced by this model multiplied by 1000 (dark-yellow
dashed line), although there is no compelling evidence that this is just the correct precipitation.

models.
Average annual temperature biases for selected model runs with a high MCPI index are shown in
Fig. 12. Five of these models are far too cold, i.e., the average annual temperature in Finland, for
instance, is about four degrees lower than in the ERA-Interim data. Conversely, in the CIESM
model, the systematic error in temperature is fairly small. This shows that even if the simulated
annual-mean temperature is relatively close to that observed, many other climate characteristics
may be erroneous. The CIESM model suffers from deficiencies in the simulated precipitation,
for instance.
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Figure 11. Deviations of the modelled annual mean temperature (in ◦ C) from ERA-Interim in
1981–2010. The model runs are the same as in Fig. 9, i.e., the MCPI index is distinctly negative.
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Figure 12. Deviations of the annual mean temperature (◦ C) from ERA-Interim in six model runs
with a clearly positive MCPI index; the model runs the same as in Fig. 10.
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5

Differences between the daily maximum and minimum
temperatures

For the lowest and highest daily temperatures, data were only available from 24 of the 37 GCMs.
Moreover, for one of them these data had to be ignored due to technical faults (section 2.1).
It is difficult to compare these quantities with observations; for example, the daily minimum
temperature in particular depends very much on local microclimate. In this report, we only
compared the results of the different GCMs to one another to figure out whether some of the
models produce quite unrealistic diurnal temperature amplitudes (Fig. 13).
It can be seen that in two models the daily temperature amplitude deviates much from the remaining GCMs: in NESM3 the difference is close to one degree throughout the year and in
AWI-CM-1-1-LM it varies between 17–25◦ C depending on the season. Unrealistic diurnal temperature amplitudes occur in all months (Fig. 14) and over wide geographical areas (Fig. 15).
In NESM3, the difference is close to one degree over continents and < 0.5◦ over oceans. Conversely, in AWI-CM-1-1-MR the diurnal amplitudes are excessive. In February, for instance,
even in ocean areas the amplitude is generally in the order of ten degrees or larger, and generally
20–30◦ C in the continental inland. For Finland in February, that model simulates average daily
maxima that are near the freezing point while the minima are close to -26◦ C.

6

Scoring of the models

The deficiencies of the various GCMs, which were discussed in the previous sections, are summarized in Table 2. We first consider the minimum conditions that a GCM has to fulfil in order
to be included in the scoring procedure:
• In order for the future projections calculated for the key climate variables to be consistent
with each other, a model to be included in the scenario calculations must provide output
data for the following four quantities: tas, pr, psl and rsds. The absence of precipitation
and solar radiation data precludes the KIOST-ESM and MCM-UA-1-0 models, respectively (Table 1).
• If the simulated future global temperature change is not consistent across the different
SSP scenarios, it is evident that the response to one or multiple SSP scenarios is erroneous.
Then, it is impossible to use the model for projection calculations. This fatal error excludes
the CIESM and IITM-ESM models (section 3.2).
• Leduc et al. (2016) have shown that different model versions developed by the same institution tend to produce more resembling results than GCMs in general. Consequently,
to avoid giving excessive weight for any single modelling centre, it was decided here
that no more than two versions of any GCM should be included in the calculations. For
the CNRM model, three variants are provided (Table 1), from which CNRM-CM6-1-HR
shows the weakest scores and is therefore excluded. This was done despite the fact that
this model does not have any other minuses in Table 2. — It is somewhat surprising
that the model variant having the highest resolution appeared to be the worst of the three
versions. Perhaps the developers of the model have not been able to reconcile physical
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Figure 13. Average seasonal differences between the daily maximum and minimum temperature
(◦ C) in 1981–2010 in different GCMs; spatial averages of Finland: (a) winter, (b) spring, (c) summer
and (d) autumn.
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Figure 14. Annual course of the daily maximum (red) and minimum temperature (blue) and their
difference (black dashed line) (◦ C) averaged over the period 1981–2010 in two badly-performing
GCMs: (a) NESM3 and (b) AWI-CM-1-1-MR; spatial averages of Finland.

Figure 15. Temporal mean of the difference between the daily maximum and minimum temperatures for the period 1981–2010 in February simulated by (a) the NESM3 (substantial underestimation) and (b) AWI-CM-1-1-MR (large overestimation) model.
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parameterizations with the high resolution; however, this topic is beyond the scope of the
present report.
These five GCMs inevitably-excluded are marked by a capital “D” in Table 2. Otherwise, it
is not possible to make any absolute decisions about the suitability of an individual model for
climate scenario production, but performance assessment rather produces different shades of
grey. The remaining GCMs were awarded scores using the following, admittedly fairly arbitrary
formula:
P = 25 − 100 × (0.2 × M CP Isouth + 0.4 × M CP Inorth + 0.4 × M CP Iglob ) − 20 × T rend
+5 × V ers − 3 × RM S − 3 × Runs − 20 × P recip
(6)
Explanations and reasoning:
• MCPI indices (section 4.2) calculated for all three regions (southern and northern Europe
and the global domain) are taken into account, but when simulating the Finnish or northern
European climate, southern Europe is given a smaller weight.
• If the modelled past trend of the global mean temperature differs considerably from observations (section 3.1), the variable T rend is given a value of 1; for CIESM the disagreement
is so severe that T rend = 2. Otherwise no penalty is imposed, i.e., T rend = 0.
• If there are two versions of a model, the worse one is fined (V ers = −1) and the better of
them is given a small credit (V ers = +0.2). The two British GCMs, HadGEM3-GC31LL and UKESM1-0-LL, likewise bear great similarities (Sellar et al., 2020) but have not
been regarded as parallel model versions here. In any case, both models have received
scores that are sufficient for three stars, regardless of whether this penalty/credit is given.
• If the RMS error calculated from the regional average (for at least one of the four variables;
see section 4.3) is large for southern Europe, RM S = 1; if for northern Europe, then
RM S =2. If the error is large in both sub-regions, RM S = 3. However, this variable is
given a fairly small weighting in the formula, since RMS errors derived from the regional
averages to some extent provide the same information as the MCPI index.
• If the total number of available scenario runs is smaller than four, Runs = 1. In practice,
this indicates that model runs are not available for all the SSP scenarios and even for the
existing scenarios, there is a single run only (Table 1). The weight of this penalty factor is
likewise small, for example, because the amount of model runs may increase in the future.
• If a model produces unrealistic precipitation totals (section 2), the variable P recip is set to
one, otherwise zero. Very heavy or small precipitation may be an indication of deficiencies
in the model physics, and therefore quite a large emphasis is given to this variable.
In formula (6), the signs of the variables have been selected so that well-performing models
obtain large positive scores. A negative score, on the other hand, is an indication of deficiencies.
The constant of 25 at the outset of the formula helps to ensure that the signs of the scores are
distributed conveniently among the models.
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Table 2. Summary of the model performance assessment. Columns 1–2 show the model serial
number and acronym. In columns 3–10, lower case letters indicate significant and upper case letters
very serious problems with the model. “Variab”: information on some key variable (tas, pr, psl or
rsds) is missing (D); “Scen”: simulated future global mean temperature changes under different
SSPs are contradictory (D); “Vers”: this is the worse of the two (x) or the worst of the three (D)
versions of the model; “MCPI”: MCPI has large positive values (s = southern Europe, n = northern
Europe and g = global); “RMS”: RMS errors of the regionally averaged climate variable(s) reveal
significant differences from observations; “Trend”: the simulated past global-mean temperature
trend deviates significantly from observations (t or T); “Runs”: less than four scenario runs are
available (x; see Table 1); “Precip”: the GCM output files contain either extremely small or large
monthly precipitation totals somewhere in the world (x). In the last column, “D” indicates those
models that have been considered necessary to be excluded from the scenario calculations. Other
models have been given different performance ratings: “∗∗∗” = no particularly serious deficiencies,
fit to be used in scenario studies; “∗∗” = significant shortcomings, inclusion should be contemplated;
“∗” = serious deficiencies, very strong consideration is necessary.
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If the value of P in (6) is ≥ 0, the model is considered not to have any serious weaknesses, and
then that model is granted three stars. Accordingly, the three-star models are not necessarily
brilliantly good, but a reasonably good performance is adequate for this score. The occurrence
of deficiencies drops the number of stars to two (−10 ≥ P < 0) or one (P < −10), the scoring
thus depending on the number and severity of problem points.
The ratings given to the individual GCMs are, of course, fairly subjective. However, the same
problem concerns all the model performance assessment methods developed. This issue is discussed further in section 7.
Accordingly, 5 of the 37 GCMs have definitely to be excluded from the scenario calculations.
In Table 2, there are 24 models that have deserved three stars, 4 two-star and 4 one-star models.
Thus, future scenarios might be calculated by using, for example, 24, 28, or 32 GCMs. For
comparison, in studying the ensemble of CMIP5 models, Luomaranta et al. (2014) included 28
of the 35 candidate GCMs in the scenario calculations.
Furthermore, if two versions of the same GCM are available, that with the lower performance
score may be abandoned, particularly if the score is low. For the FGOALS models, both versions
have received only one star, but for FGOALS-g3 the number of parallel runs is substantially
larger compared to FGOALS-f3-L (Table 1).
Admittedly, even GCMs originating from different institutions may bear similarities. Just like
teenage girls borrow clothing from their friends, some GCMs have adopted sections of code from
other GCMs. Furthermore, even if the codes have been programmed independently, similar
parameterization methods are frequently employed in multiple GCMs (Pennell and Reichler,
2011).
For the AWI-CM-1-1-MR and NESM3 models, the differences between the minimum and maximum temperatures of the day were quite unrealistic (section 5). Therefore, these models should
not be used in composing projections for those quantities. In other respects, these models appear
to pass the tests and receive the full three stars (Table 2). Nevertheless, such a strange behaviour
in extreme temperatures does make these models somewhat suspicious even in general.

6.1

Sensitivity of future projections to the size of the GCM ensemble

The sensitivity of multi-model mean future climate projections for Finland to the number of
GCMs is studied in Fig. 16. Four alternative GCM sub-ensembles are explored: the entire set of
37 GCMs, those 32 GCMs that have received at least one star (Table 2), the 28 2–3-star GCMs
and the 24 GCMs with three stars. Note, however, that simulations for SSP1-2.6 and SSP2-4.5
are missing from one GCM (TaiESM1) and those for SSP3-7.0 from 5 GCMs; in addition, in the
37-GCM ensemble precipitation and solar radiation data are both lacking from one GCM (Table
1). Hence, in those cases the responses are derived from a smaller number of models than the
nominal count, and the responses to the different SSP scenarios are thus not wholly comparable.
This may explain the qualitatively different temporal evolution of the solar radiation response to
the various scenarios, for instance (Fig. 16).
For temperature and precipitation, the projections corresponding to the different number of models are nearly indiscernible, the differences ranging from zero to ∼0.2°C for temperature and
to ∼0.6 percentage points for precipitation. Incident solar radiation appears to be somewhat
more sensitive to the size of the model ensemble, with the largest differences of ∼1 percentage
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Figure 16. Left panels: Projected annual multi-model mean changes of (a) temperature (in °C),
(c) precipitation (%) and (e) solar radiation (%) in 1940–2085; 30-year running-mean differences
from the period 1981–2010, spatially averaged over Finland. Responses to SSP5-8.5, SSP3-7.0,
SSP2-4.5 and SSP1-2.6 are denoted by red, amber, blue and green curves, respectively (see the
legend). Correspondingly, the type of curve indicates the size of model ensemble: solid – all 37
GCMs; dashed – the 32 GCMs with at least one star in Table 2; dotted – the 28 GCMs with 2–3
stars; dash-dotted – the 24 GCMs having obtained three stars. Right panels: differences from the
37-GCM mean responses to SSP5-8.5 calculated by 32 (red dashed curves), 28 (dotted) or 24 (dashdotted) GCMs for (b) temperature, (d) precipitation and (f) solar radiation. The full range of such
differences considering all four SSP scenarios is shown by shading.
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point. Moreover, the smaller the model ensemble, the more positive the projected solar radiation
change. Even so, this may be a coincidence, since temperature and precipitation projections do
not show such a monotonic dependence on the count of GCMs.
In Figs. 16b and f, the differences tend to increase sharply in the 2080s. This may be related
to the strange behaviour of the CIESM and IITM-ESM models (Fig. 4). These GCMs are only
included in the 37-GCM ensemble but not in the smaller sub-ensembles.
In any case, the main conclusion is that ignoring varying numbers of badly-behaving GCMs does
not have any crucial impact on these simple projections. Even so, it is possible that inclusion of
less qualified GCMs might more seriously distort projections for some other, more susceptible
climate quantities.
Note that Fig. 16 is only intended to illuminate the sensitivity of the responses to the GCM
ensemble size. No pattern scaling like that employed in Ruosteenoja et al. (2016a) has been
utilized to create surrogate data for those SSP scenarios from which the actual model data is
missing. Therefore, this exercise does not provide any “official” climate change scenarios for
Finland.

7

Concluding remarks

In this survey, we originally inspected 38 GCMs, but one of them had to be abandoned owing to
technical faults in the output data. In addition, four models proved to be inappropriate because of
the lack of data for some key climate variable or discrepancies in future global warming between
the different greenhouse gas scenarios. Moreover, to reduce inter-GCM dependencies, we did
not include more than two model versions from any individual research centre. Because of this
condition, one GCMs was left out.
The remaining 32 GCMs were divided into three categoria according to (i) their ability to
simulate baseline period (1981–2010) climate in northern and southern Europe and globally;
(ii) the consistency of past global-mean temperature trends with observations; (iii) the occurrence/absence of unrealistic precipitation totals and (iv) the count of available future scenario
runs. Moreover, when two model version from the same research centre were available, the
model version with a lower performance was penalized and the better one was granted a small
credit.
It is quite evident that there does not exist any unambiguous method to evaluate the models. On
the contrary, numerous alternative evaluation procedures have been developed (e.g., Gleckler
et al., 2008; Flato et al., 2013; Parding et al., 2020, and references in those papers), and they
inevitably produce divergent ratings. Accordingly, the selection of evaluation criteria is always
a more or less subjective matter. As an example, the GCMeval tool developed in Norway is
discussed in Appendix 2 of this report.
For example, even the fairly widely-used MCPI index has been criticized by its authors in multiple ways (Gleckler et al., 2008). Examples of issues:
• The MCPI index is regarded to be somewhat arbitrary. For example, there is no fundamental reason why all climate variables should be weighted equally when calculating the
index (Eq. (4)).
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• For each individual model, the relative RMS error may vary substantially across the climate quantities examined. Even if MCPI were fairly small, the error might be large for
some individual quantity. In principle, this problem could be alleviated to some extent by
assigning an enhanced weight to those climate variables that are deemed most important.
• Unfortunately, we do not yet know what are the particular features of observed climate
that a model should be able to simulate well in order to be reliable in projecting future
changes.
• MCPI only examines the concordance of long-term climatological means produced by
the GCMs with observational data. However, in section 3.5 of Gleckler et al. (2008), the
compatibility of temporal variability has also been discussed shortly. Even so, this option
is not included in the index.
Accordingly, Gleckler et al. (2008) indeed do not praise MCPI as the final solution for ranking
GCMs; it is not possible to infer with certainty how much the index actually tells about the
reliability of models.
Besides MCPI, the RMS errors of seasonal variations in spatial means were utilized to assess
the ability of the GCMs to simulate recent-past climate. If one studies very small domains,
spatial variations in the modelled and observational fields (F µf and Rf ) within the domain are
minor. In that case, Eqs. (2) and (5) yield virtually the same RMS errors. As the dimensions of
the domain are increased, spatial variations within the domain become increasingly important,
and the outcomes of the two methods diverge. Accordingly, the simplified method is most
appropriate for assessing model performance in sub-continental horizontal scale. Conversely,
MCPI should be preferred in global scales. One useful property of the simple index is that the
performance is assessed separately for the individual climate variables.
Model validation is also influenced by observational uncertainty. In particular, this concerns
precipitation and solar radiation, for which the ERA-Interim data were derived from short-range
forecasts of a weather model and not from the actual reanalyses, as was done for temperature
and air pressure.
It is self-evident that we do not yet have any observational data from future climate that would
allow direct verification of GCM projections. It is not clear how much the model performance
in simulating recent-past climate and its trends tells about its ability to reliably simulate future
changes.
Finally, it should be emphasized that the present GCM evaluation exercise is primarily valid
for northern Europe. It is quite possible that a GCM having a low rating in Europe may be far
better elsewhere in the world (or vice versa). Accordingly, the present findings should not be
directly applied when assessing the suitability of the GCMs in other areas, particularly if the
area considered is located far from northern Europe.
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Appendix 1: Special issues of the EC-Earth3 model
In the main text of the report, the special nature of EC-Earth3 compared to most other GCMs
has already been noted:
• When looking at the averages of the parallel runs, EC-Earth3 performs quite nicely: past
trends in the global mean temperature are reasonably consistent with observations (Fig.
1); future responses to the different SSP scenarios fit well together (Fig. 3); the value of
the MCPI index is one of the best among the ensemble of models, and in southern Europe
the two versions of the model even occupy both top positions (Fig. 6); especially the
simulation of precipitation seems to succeed well (Fig. 7).
• On the other hand, differences between the various parallel runs, both in the past trends
and in the quality of the baseline-period climate, are very large in both versions of the

Figure 17. Annual course of the climatological (1981–2010) northern European regional mean (a)
temperature, (b) precipitation, (c) surface pressure and (d) solar radiation in parallel runs 1, 4, 6,
7, 9 and 10 of the EC-EARTH3 model. For further information, see the caption of Fig. 9.
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EC-Earth3 model, larger than in any other model. This indicates that even if the average
of the parallel runs works well, some individual parallel runs would belong to the weaklyperforming tail of the ensemble (Figs. 1, 6a and 7a).
The latter finding might also be interpreted as indicating that if, for some reason, only one
parallel run were available from the EC-Earth3 model and this single run by chance were just
the worst one, the model could even be threatened with a rejection when simulating the northern
European climate. But fortunately for the model, six parallel runs have been analyzed, and thus
the overall score is good.
Correspondingly, it is possible that some other GCM actually does have similar large differences
between parallel runs, but the differences do not materialize because the number of parallel runs
is too low, a single or a few ones only. Due to such a small number of parallel runs, the quality
score of that model may therefore become distorted if those few runs by chance happen to fall
very close to or very far from observed climate and its past trends.
The performance of the different parallel runs of EC-Earth3 has been studied in more detail in
Figures 17–20. In examining seasonal variations in northern Europe (Fig. 17), the 10th parallel
run differs sharply from the other ones: temperatures are generally lower than in the other runs,
precipitation is likewise lower in most months and air pressure is higher. All of these factors
act to divert this parallel run further away from observational climate. The other runs are also
slightly too cool compared to the re-analysis and, in summer, too dry as well, but the differences
both among these runs and compared to the re-analysis are smaller than those in the 10th run.
As regards the annual mean temperatures, the 10th parallel run differs from the other runs in
Europe by being too cold (Figure 18). The difference is amplified north of the 60th latitude
and especially in northern oceans; the annual means are up to 6–12◦ C too low. The contrast is
particularly striking compared to the 9th run. In that run, biases in temperature are quite small
throughout the area. Over ocean areas north of 70◦ N, temperature differences between these two
parallel runs are widely in the order of ten degrees.
Figures 19 and 20 show the annual mean and summer-season differences in precipitation between the individual simulations of the EC-Earth3 model and the ERA-Interim analysis. The
main features of the difference are the same in all parallel runs. In northern ocean areas and
south-eastern Europe, the model produces too little precipitation on an annual basis, but in
northern and western Europe the concordance is good. In summer, the most notable feature
in the simulations is the aridity of south-eastern Europe. For example, around the Black Sea, in
the model simulations precipitation is only about a third of what it should be. Compared to the
other runs, the 10th parallel run is somewhat drier in northern Europe and its adjacent northernocean areas. However, given the large regional differences in the precipitation deviation, the
dryness is far less striking than the coldness of that run (Figure 18).
Figure 21 shows how the annual mean temperature of Finland and the entire northern European
area develops in different parallel runs of the EC-Earth3 model. During the 19th and 20th
centuries, the differences among the parallel runs are large, at most 4–5 degrees in Finland, and
somewhat smaller when looking at northern Europe as a whole. In addition, in all the parallel
runs, temperatures fluctuate on a time scale of 40–60 years, in Finland by about three degrees.
For example, in the 10th parallel run, the Finnish climate would have cooled from the 1920s to
the 1980s by about 3◦ C, while in the 9th run in the same time, temperatures would have risen by
almost 4◦ C. Temperatures tend to vary in phase in Finland and elsewhere in northern Europe;
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Figure 18. Deviation of the annual mean temperature (in ◦ C) from the ERA-Interim re-analysis in
six parallel runs of the EC-Earth3 model.
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Figure 19. Deviations of the simulated total annual precipitation for the period 1981–2010 from the
ERA-Interim analysis in six parallel runs of the EC-Earth3 model. The difference is expressed in
percent, i.e., the quantity plotted is 100 × (prmodel − prera )/prera .
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Figure 20. Deviations (in %) of the simulated summer (June-August) precipitation in 1981–2010
from ERA-Interim in six parallel runs of the EC-Earth3 model.
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Figure 21. Temporal evolution of the annual mean temperature of Finland (left) and the whole
of northern European area (right) from the mid-19th century to the 2080s in six parallel runs of
the EC-Earth3 model; 30-year running means. Future temperatures correspond to the SSP2-4.5
scenario. Black curve represents the average of the parallel runs.

only the amplitude of the variations is different. When considering the average of the parallel
runs, these fluctuations smoothen out almost completely; that so perfectly, may be fortuitous.
A potential explanation for this behaviour was suggested by Tommi Bergman, a research scientist at FMI. He stated that in the ocean component of the EC-Earth3 model, NEMO (Nucleus
for European Modelling of the Ocean; www.nemo-ocean.eu), northern oceans, especially the
Labrador Sea, are vulnerable to formation of sea ice. Once begun, the state of widespread sea
ice may last for a long time.
The validity of this idea was explored by studying the behaviour of sea-ice concentration (variable “siconc”) in the northern Atlantic sector in five realizations of the EC-Earth3 model. Unfortunately, historical sea-ice data for the 9th run could not be retrieved due technical problems
in the Irish data repository. Figure 22 displays the temporally averaged concentration of seaice in 1981–2010 in March (seasonal maximum in ice extent) and August (seasonal minimum).
The distributions are shown separately for the coldest parallel run r10 and the second-mildest
r4 run. It appears that, both in late winter and late summer, the position of the ice edge is far
more southerly in r10 than in r4. Thus, it is evident that the coldness of the 10th parallel run is
somehow related to the widespread ice cover in northern ocean areas during the baseline period
1981–2010.
Temperature fluctuations in northern Europe (Fig. 21) coincide nearly perfectly with the temporal evolution of ice extent (Fig. 23); the wider the ice extent, the lower the mean temperatures.
For example, during the cold periods around 1950 in r1, r6 and r7 and around 1870 and 1990 in
r10, the ice cover in northern oceans is extensive.
From the first few decades of the 21st century onwards, fluctuations are projected to attenuate,
and differences between the parallel runs gradually level off. During the second half of the century, the difference between the coldest and warmest run is only about one degree. A plausible
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Figure 22. Upper three panels: Average sea ice concentrations (in %) in August in the period
1981–2010 in the 4th and 10th parallel runs of the EC-Earth3 model and the difference between the
concentrations. Corresponding concentrations for March are given in the panels on the lower half
of the figure.
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Figure 23. Temporal evolution of the proportion of ice-covered area (ice concentration >50 %) in
the ocean areas belonging to the latitude-longitude box 40–80◦ N, 80◦ W–50◦ E in March (left panel)
and August (right panel); 30-year running means. Five parallel runs of the EC-Earth3 model are
examined (see the legend). By 2014, the evolution is extracted from historical and since 2015 from
the SSP2-4.5 simulations. The black curve represents the average of the five parallel runs.

physical interpretation for the phenomenon is that, later in the 21st century, climate has warmed
sufficiently to prevent any events with widespread ice-covered sea area (Fig. 23). This acts to
dampen simulated temperature fluctuations in Finland as well.
Such large differences between the parallel runs might have, at worst, drastic impacts on temperature change projections. Using the 9th parallel run, annual mean temperature of Finland under
the SSP2-4.5 scenario would increase between the periods 1981–2010 and 2070–2099 by 3.6◦ C.
According to the 10th run, the corresponding warming would be 6.9◦ C, which is almost double
that in the 9th run! In the other runs, the corresponding annual temperature increase would be
4.5◦ C (r1), 4.3◦ C (r4), 4.6◦ C (r6), and 5.2◦ C (r7); the average of all six runs (black curve in the
figure) is 4.8◦ C.
A projection derived from the 10th parallel would consequently warm Finland more than three
degrees as much as one based on the 9th run. The difference between these two runs approximately equals the projected best-estimate absolute warming over the same period derived from
the RCP4.5 scenario and a large ensemble of previous-generation CMIP5 models (Ruosteenoja
et al., 2016a).
To conclude, the lesson of this exercise is that climate change projections should never be
derived from a single model run. Such an approach would be particularly dangerous for a climate model like EC-Earth3, which tends to produce very large differences between the parallel
runs.
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Appendix 2: The GCMeval model validation tool
As an alternative to the present model evaluation approach, we studied an evaluation tool developed in Norway, named GCMeval (Parding et al., 2020). GCMeval is likewise designed to
rank the various GCMs, but the methodology differs from the present one in multiple ways.
Compared to the present method, GCMeval has both advantages and limitations. The main
limitations are:
• Only the similarity of simulated precipitation totals and surface air temperatures to the
observed recent-past (1981–2010) climate is studied. Surface pressure and solar radiation
are not included in the comparison procedure.
• The compatibility of the past trend with observations or the consistency of future responses
to the different SSP scenarios are not considered.
• There is no explicit control whether the output files contain unrealistically small or large
values (see section 2 of the present report). At least, Parding et al. (2020) do not state that
such a check would have been performed.
• For many GCMs, the number of parallel runs included in the database is smaller than here.
• For the performance of an individual GCM run, only the ordinal number within the entire
manifold of model runs is reported; not the absolute skill scores.
Note that some of these limitations are not obligate as it is possible to download the source
code of GCMeval and modify this to meet the needs of the user. Moreover, GCMeval includes
multiple useful properties that do not exist in the present method:
• In addition to annual means, it is possible to focus the evaluation on selected calendar
seasons.
• The evaluation can be made for 33 geographical sub-regions located in different continents
as well as for the entire global domain.
• There are four alternative skill-score metrics that can be used for the validation: the absolute bias, spatial correlation, the ratio of modelled to observational standard deviation and
the RMS error of the climatological seasonal cycle.
• The tool is flexible in the sense that different combinations of the skill-score metrics can
be used with user-defined weights. Moreover, the target areas, climate variables and the
seasons can be given selected weights (w = 0, 1 or 2).
We made a compact comparison between our evaluation scores (Eq. (6)) and the outcome of
GCMeval. For that purpose, we first allowed GCMeval to calculate rankings for those individual
CMIP6 GCM runs that were represented on their www page by using the RMS error of the
annual cycle as the only skill-score metric. Both variables, tas and pr, were examined with
equal weighting, and northern Europe and the entire globe were selected as the target regions.
Accordingly, the scoring criteria were defined to be as close as possible to those applied in
calculating MCPI in the present work; admittedly, the criteria were far from identical, e.g.,
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GCMeval does not utilize psl and rsds data (see above). Thereafter, an average of the GCMevalproduced rank numbers was calculated over the parallel runs of each GCM and the resulting
averages were scaled to be commensurable with the scores calculated in section 6 by (6).
For the 32 GCMs scored in Table 2, in GCMeval, data were missing from one model (AWI-CM1-1-MR). For the remaining 31 GCMs, a majority (21 GCMs) received the same scoring (one,
two or three stars) by GCMeval and the present method. For 4 GCMs, GCMeval gave one star
more than the present method and for 3 GCMs, one star less. For three GCMs, namely BCCCSM2-MR, NESM3 and GISS-E2-1-G, our evaluation method granted three stars, GCMeval
only a single one.
GCMeval also scored three such GCMs that were regarded as inapplicable in the present report
(Table 2). Of these three GCMs, the gradings of IITM-ESM and MCM-UA-1-0 were low in
GCMeval as well. CNRM-CM6-1-HR obtained somewhat better scores than these two GCMs,
but nevertheless lower than the two other versions of CNRM. Accordingly, GCMeval supports
our recommendation not to use these three GCMs in the production of future projections. The
remaining two GCMs classified as inapplicable in our assessment, KIOST-ESM and CIESM,
were not included in the GCMeval database.
Nevertheless, the gradings given by GCMeval are not unambiguous but the outcome depends on
the selection of the evaluation criteria. We made an alternative survey by using all four scoring
metrics (see above) with equal weights; the resulting scores proved to diverge from the abovementioned GCMeval assessment for five GCMs. It is evident that even larger differences would
ensue if one examined different target areas or specified seasons, for instance.
Finally, it should be emphasized that GCMeval provides ranking numbers rather than absolute
skill scores for the various GCM runs. In the central part of the distribution in particular, there
are numerous GCM runs with rather similar scores. It is likely that two GCMs with fairly close
absolute scores of performance then can receive quite different ranking numbers. Accordingly,
in this respect as well, the model evaluations produced by GCMeval are not wholly comparable
with those given in the present report.
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